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W

ithin the past few years, as
AI-based automated decision
making systems (ADMS) have
accelerated their impact on a substantial
portion of the world’s population, several
startling and destructive cases of rogue
AI have emerged [1,12,13]. In response,
multiple noteworthy organizations have
proposed guidelines for developing
responsible AI systems going forward.
These include the World Economic Forum [2], the Future of Life Institute [3],
Alan Turing Institute [4], Google [5], and
the Government of Canada [6,7], Institute
for Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE) [8], and the Montreal Declaration
for Responsible AI [9]. These concerns
also pervade the leading national level AI roadmap being currently crafted
in the USA [10]. Some of the guidelines
proposed are best addressed through
updated laws, government policies, or
social design [1, 9, 11]. Being a technology
company centered around augmenting
humans and businesses through AI, we
focus on those guidelines that primarily
depend on—and can be addressed by—
technological solutions.
After a careful examination of the various proposed guidelines and our own
experiences in building robust and dependable AI-based solutions for each
industry, we at CognitiveScale have
grouped the desiderata for building and
maintaining trustworthy and responsible
AI solutions under five key pillars: Data
Ownership, Explainability, Compliance,
Robustness, and Fairness. At the same
time, we understand that delivering
Trusted AI requires constant visibility
and evaluation that allow enterprises to
determine if an AI system is performant,

as viewed through three standard lenses
of performance metrics: relevant business KPIs, Machine Learning metrics,
and technical performance metrics such
as SLA constraints and computational requirements. In some situations, there will
be trade-offs between performance and
responsibility-oriented objectives, and it
is critical to ensure that clients can understand and assess these tradeoffs.
For example, a requirement to be fair to
specified sub-groups of people impacted by an ADMS adds a constraint to the
original objective function of a machine
learning algorithm, and hence may lead
to a slight degradation in terms of the
machine learning metrics; however, the
added benefits of assuring fairness can
override this small degradation from the
company’s perspective. CognitiveScale
has developed a suite of tools to manage
the complex needs necessary to develop, deploying, and maintaining ADMS’s
responsibly.

AI model and return scores indicating the
robustness and fairness of that model,
in addition to providing explanations
of specific responses that the model
makes.

Specifically, CognitiveScale provides the
software, methods, and expertise to enable enterprises to adopt a repeatable
approach to trusted and performant AI.
Our offerings include

(b) Cortex Marketplace, that provides a
variety of skills that are useful for building responsible AI systems, and

(a) X-RAI , apart of CognitiveScale’s
Cortex Suite that provides active monitoring, notifications, and reporting across
the five pillars of Responsible AI, as well
as the three lenses of performance. It
also provides facilities to help adherence
to data rights and compliance.
(b) Cortex Marketplace, that provides a
variety of skills that are useful for building responsible AI systems, and
(c) Cortex Certifai, a SaaS offering that
can quantitatively evaluate a black-box
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We now outline the key considerations
that should go into thinking about and
designing for the Five Pillars of Responsible AI, and briefly mention relevant
CognitiveScale approaches and solutions in the process.
Specifically, CognitiveScale provides the
software, methods, and expertise to enable enterprises to adopt a repeatable
approach to trusted and performant AI.
Our offerings include
(a) X-RAI , apart of CognitiveScale’s
Cortex Suite that provides active monitoring, notifications, and reporting across
the five pillars of Responsible AI, as well
as the three lenses of performance. It
also provides facilities to help adherence
to data rights and compliance.

(c) Cortex Certifai, a SaaS offering that
can quantitatively evaluate a black-box
AI model and return scores indicating the
robustness and fairness of that model,
in addition to providing explanations
of specific responses that the model
makes.
We now outline the key considerations
that should go into thinking about and
designing for the Five Pillars of Responsible AI, and briefly mention relevant
CognitiveScale approaches and solutions in the process.
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THE FIVE PILLARS OF RESPONSIBLE AI
1. Data Ownership: Data Ownership and data rights are
inherent in recent regulations, such as General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). To ensure that personal data is
collected in a transparent manner, individuals whose data is
being collected are made aware of what data is collected and
why; additionally, data is stored only for as long as needed.
Individuals should have the right to have certain types of
data pertaining to them removed post facto. Data privacy
requirements, whether they be legal or just ethical, need to
be adhered to. Data Ownership also applies to corporate
clients, who should not be required to relinquish rights to
their data, and have ultimate control over data storage and
processing.
To ensure data ownership, sound data collection, storage,
and management policies are needed. Blockchain technology can be used if there are multiple parties involved—some
of whom may not be fully trustworthy. In addition to rules that
check adherence to privacy laws, algorithmic approaches,
such as statistical disclosure limitation methods and differentially private algorithms, can be used to ensure privacy.
CognitiveScale provides comprehensive support for Data
Ownership at multiple levels of the solutions stack through
X-RAI. Data collection, storage, management, and processing
stages are transparent and can provide the required safeguards. Storage and computing can be done on-prem, oncloud, or at the edge; Cortex will support the ability to validate
data quality to ensure the optimal model performance, as well
as provide the appropriate data to model lineage, so that data
owners can understand what data was used to train models
and apply the appropriate safeguards to ensure that sensitive
data or IP is not unintentionally leaked beyond the enterprise.

Moreover, since Responsible AI may be deployed within a far
more complex IT infrastructure, sound orchestration methods
need to be provided to see that all the components work
in synchrony and harmony, and that issues stemming from
other deployed components can be rapidly identified and
explained.
(b) Algorithmic explainability/interpretability: An AI subsystem should be equipped to explain individual decisions
in a human-understandable form. For complex “black-box”
models such as deep neural networks, such explainability
may be obtained by having a simpler approximation of the
model behavior in the vicinity of the decision point of interest. The explanation thus obtained is local by its nature,
and may not apply to other decisions. In other words, the
approximation procedure has to be re-applied in different
parts of the decision space
to provide the corresponding local explanations.

An AI
subsystem should
be equipped to
explain individual
decisions
in a humanunderstandable
form.

For certain simpler models,
it may also be possible to
describe the global model
behavior in a relatively comprehensible manner. Such
models are called interpretable models. Examples are
simple rule-based systems
and linear models with a
small number of independent variables. Here, the
rules or linear coefficients
are valid for the entire design space.

Algorithmic explainability/interpretability: centered around
the design and training of AI/ML modules to ensure explainability is built in or achievable by suitable post-processing.

It is widely recognized that there is usually a tradeoff between
interpretability and machine learning performance, in terms
of accuracy. This is a great example of the trade-offs one
may have to make between performance and responsibility,
as mentioned earlier. Therefore, at a minimum, this trade-off
needs to be exposed to the AI modeler and end-user to ensure an appropriate design point can be chosen with human
feedback. Moreover, while it may not be feasible to explain
the entirety of a complex model to lay-persons, one should be
able to obtain simpler and more explainable approximations
for different parts of the problem space.

(a) Software and Systems explainability/transparency: Having the right workflow practices and methodology as well as
additional software infrastructure is equally critical for explainability, in terms of solution assurance. Capabilities that
enhance transparency of the modeling and decision-making
process include transparent documentation of workflow, as
well as the reasoning behind which model was selected.
Comprehensive version control of datasets and models is a
must. One should also be able to trace individual decisions
back to the specific data elements, deduction logic, domain
knowledge, etc. that primarily contributed to that decision.

At CognitiveScale, we have developed statistical ML and
other AI-based approaches that make black-box models explainable without needing much access to the internals of
such models. In Cortex Marketplace, we are packaging popular machine learning approaches to improve explainability,
like LIME and LRP, as reusable building blocks for explaining
black-box models such as deep neural networks. In addition,
we can identify which training examples are most responsible
for a given prediction/decision/insight—or a subset of decisions. This provides a case-based explanation that humans
often find more insightful. We also provide counterfactual

2. Explainability: Explainability has two main aspects—transparency and interpretability:
Software and Systems explainability/transparency: centered
around having a systematic workflow, documentation process, data provenance, security, etc. for one to trace the
process that led to decisions—including the sources and
modules involved—and to provide assurance.
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explainability, which determines and proposes the smallest change to a person’s
“profile” that can lead to a more desired
outcome.
For the goal of more Interpretable Models,
we have developed (a) solutions that assist
humans in exploring large, complex data
using prototypes and criticisms, (b) generalized additive models that provide more
interpretable models without sacrificing
much accuracy, if any, and (c) Bayesian Rule
lists which are more flexible than decision
trees.

Compliance

Data Rights

Provide mechanisms for implementation, governance and
control of domain specific
regulations and policies

Ensure user visibility around
where data and models live,
who has access to it, and
what it is being used for

Robustness

Explainability

Provide ability to
detect adversarial
data responses
and protect against
adversarial attacks

Ensure machine
generated insights
and automated
decisions have built in
algorithmic explainability and interpretability

!

3. Compliance: Domain-specific regulations should be quantified and used
to test whether the AI models adhere to
policies. Moreover, once compliance policies are baked into the endorsing peers
of a Data Integrity and Provenance model,
any breach in compliance could be programmatically monitored, which means
that compliance needs to be continually
monitored and tested for, even after deployment. Some compliance requirements
can be readily detected by using a set of
post-filters, while others need the detection of complex patterns that may encompass multiple decision points over time.
Cortex X-RAI provides a safety net of configurable policies to safeguard and monitor
the system to ensure non-compliant insight
gets suppressed before it can be surfaced
to an end user. Think of these policies as
simple rules that can be defined and configured. Cortex will monitor all insights
generated by the system and when certain
insights go beyond the guardrails defined
within the policies, those insights will be
surfaced in a compliance dashboard for
a compliance officer to observe and take
action in an auditable way.
4. Robustness: Methods from Statistical
Adversarial Machine Learning, Robust
Statistics/Optimization, and Model Risk
Management principles are needed to
ensure that a Responsible AI solution can
be robust against deliberate malicious
attacks, as well as inadvertent misuse.
All data-driven models have a “region
of competence or expertise” where they
function as designed. Technically, this is
the region of the problem space where the
model generalizes well, i.e. gives statistically sound answers to examples that it had
not previously encountered. Simply put,
such models tend to be better at interpo-

Fairness & Bias

Mitigate data, algorithms and interaction
bias that skews decision-making and
reasoning, resulting in reasoning
errors, unintended consequences

lation within this region rather than extrapolation to examples far from this
region. A first-cut safeguard for robustness is to succinctly characterize this
region, develop ways of quickly checking deviations from it, and quantify
the effects of such deviations. This allows one to detect situations where
an ADMS gets applied to situations it was really not intended for during the
modeling process. These deviations may also indicate corrupt or malicious
data, which is one of the ways in which an adversary can attack a Machine
Learning system. Some of these attacks may be imperceptible to humans.
In particular, it has been shown that deep learning based systems for analyzing images, audio, and text can give wildly incorrect answers in response
to minor targeted perturbations on specific data instances [7]. Robustness
issues also arise in sequential decision making systems, such as adversarial
multi-armed bandits. There is a non-statistical aspect of robustness, as well:
both deployed hardware and software need to robust to failures. With the
widespread use of fault-tolerant cloud deployments, some of these concerns
are now mitigated as compared to 20 years back.
At CognitiveScale, we are focused on Deep Learning specific robustness
solutions for NLP and Vision, and have also developed adversarial models
for unsupervised learning and anomaly detection. Robustness testing is
being pursued via generation of adversarial data for testing a variety of AI
models, including GANs. We have also developed proprietary algorithms
that leverage explainability to improve robustness. For example, we can
identify the elements in the training data set that were most responsible for
erroneous responses, and then remove their effects.
5. Fairness: A fair ADMS does not discriminate among subpopulations or
groups that are described by sensitive attributes such as age, race, gender,
and sexual orientation. Certain fairness criteria come from laws such as Fair
Lending Regulations in the finance industry, while others need to be specified
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by domain experts. Often these rules apply to groups of individuals to ensure
that there is comparable parity among different groups; for example, to ensure
that salaries are comparable across groups defined by gender and ethnicity for
the same job description. However, one may also desire individual fairness to
ensure a more deserving person is more likely to receive a favorable outcome,
irrespective of which group that person belongs to.
Fairness is not easy to achieve for a variety of reasons, including various biases that creep into the training data due to prejudices sampling strategies; how
questions were posed; biased scoring; or changing societies and economies over
time which make historical data out of touch with current or desired reality. There
also tends to be a tradeoff between group and individual fairness, and sometimes
between fairness and other business KPIs.
Fairness solutions developed by CognitiveScale include: (a) Given fairly scored
data, a method that learns a fairer model by augmenting an existing decision
system, (b) causal models for detecting bias and enforcing fairness, and (c)
fairness in ranking, which attempts to ensure both group fairness and fairness
within the members of each group.

THE BROADER PICTURE
So far we have discussed the key issues and solution approaches relevant to the
five pillars in isolation. Certain approaches to facilitating Responsible AI can address more than one pillar simultaneously; these five pillars have to be addressed
while keeping the three standard performance metrics (business KPIs, machine
learning metrics and technical performance), in mind. Therefore we have spent
considered efforts on building solutions that address multiple concerns. In particular, the latest addition to CognitiveScale’s Cortex Suite called Certifai is able
to provide a robustness score for any black-box decision making model without
accessing any model internals, while also providing a fairness evaluation of this
decision making if the sub-populations (e.g. based on gender, race, income, etc.)
are specified. It also suggests feasible solutions to recourse that an individual
can aim for in order to get a better outcome from this model. Finally, since an
innovative genetic algorithm fuels Certifai under the hood, algorithmic and implementational enhancements to this algorithm are made in order to improve
technical performance.
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SUMMARY
Responsible AI for deployment of ADMS
is fundamentally about building trust
and confidence. The design and deployment team needs to be confident that
these systems will behave as anticipated, and the end-user should trust the
system enough to feel that it is making
decisions at least as competently as
a committee of human experts, and is
also fair to their sub-community. Building
such systems require a variety of innovations and sound methodologies for not
only the design of AI models, but also for
the workflow and software infrastructure
that sustains them. Given that the threat
of rogue AI is now recognized as a clear
and present danger, several of the leading AI companies, including Google, Microsoft and IBM, have provided tools and
toolboxes that address different aspects
of a comprehensive solution, much of
which is open-source, and this topic has
attracted a host some start-ups, as well.
It is clearly a complex issue, and it is bewildering even for domain experts, as to
what tools, if any, may be appropriate
for their situation and how best to use
them. Thus, to facilitate a best-of-breed
approach, one first requires a needs assessment, then guidance to the rapidly
burgeoning tools of varied quality and
scope.
In partnership with AI Global and the
Government of Canada, we are developing a gym for stress-testing an existing AI solution through a questionnaire and a battery of statistical tests,
a forum for providing “self-service”
help leveraging the wisdom of the entire AI community, and a consultancy service that helps sift through the
alternatives. This gym will interface
with Cortex which will provide synchronization/monitoring environment
needed to multiple components of a
Responsible AI solution, and a visual
design and monitoring interface that
expedites AI design and makes it accessible to a wider range of users, just
not AI experts.
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CognitiveScale is an Enterprise AI software pioneer that pairs humans and machines to bring practical, scalable, trusted AI solutions to life.
MD Anderson, NBC Universal, and JPMorgan Chase are among the top global innovators that trust CognitiveScale to transform customer
engagement and make business processes intelligent. CognitiveScale’s award-winning and proven Cortex software and expert teams empower
financial services, digital commerce and healthcare organizations to radically simplify the development, deployment and management of their
AI systems. CognitiveScale implements the Cognitive Agent Modeling and Execution Language (CAMEL) which defines an open, language, and
platform-agnostic specification for programming cognitive agents. Enterprises can leverage CAMEL AI to create AI agents, skills, models, and
datasets to avoid vendor lock-in. This can seamlessly run on public, private, hybrid, and multi-cloud environments.
CognitiveScale is #1 in AI patents among privately held companies and #4 overall since 2013. The company is headquartered in Austin, Texas
and has offices in New York, London and Hyderabad. Investors include Norwest Venture Partners, Intel Capital, IBM Watson, M12 (Microsoft
Ventures), and USAA. CognitiveScale is recognized by the World Economic Forum as well as top industry analysts for positively impacting
business and society with AI.
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#YouAndAIWillChangeTheWorld
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